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ABSTRACT

Objectives To demonstrate a statistical analysis for testing the measurement equivalence of a patient safety survey instrument. The survey instrument examined in the present study is the Medication Administration Error Reporting Survey.

Methods Surveys were posted to a random sample of registered nurses in the State of Texas, with 435 nurses completing the survey. The surveys contained questions about various error reporting issues, including the 16-item, Medication Administration Error Reporting scale. Nurses were divided into one of two samples—calibration and holdout—to ensure replicability of the results. Within each sample, two groups were created based on nurse tenure on the job.

Results Multiple Group Confirmatory Factor Analysis was conducted across nurses with varying levels of experience for the calibration and holdout samples. For each sample, a baseline model was estimated, where model parameters were allowed to vary across the nursing groups, and compared with more restrictive models. The results provided support for the factor structure of the Medication Administration Error Reporting System but yielded mixed results concerning the equivalence of the measure across nursing groups.

Conclusions The present study provides an explanation of how to examine the measurement equivalence of survey instruments and demonstrated that the Medication Administration Error Reporting scale might not be equivalent across nurses who differ with respect to experience levels.

The increase in patient safety research during the last few years has led researchers to focus on different aspects of medication errors, including error reporting. Research has indicated that while direct observation of medication administration yields significantly better detection rates of errors than that found from chart reviews and incident report reviews, medication errors are severely underdetected and under-reported in practice. To better understand why medication errors are not reported, Wakefield et al. created the Medication Administration Error Reporting (MAER) survey. The present study extends previous research on the MAER by examining whether it demonstrates measurement equivalence, an important psychometric property of surveys that health services researchers need to examine prior to making comparisons between groups.

Researchers have identified four measurement factors for the MAER, with each factor demonstrating an acceptable level of internal consistency. The factors for the MAER, which are the focus of the present study, are (1) ‘Disagree with definition,’ which focuses on the ways nurses conceptualise the definition of errors (four items), (2) ‘Fear,’ which measures blame and negative outcomes for nurses when they report errors (five items), (3) ‘Administrative response,’ which examines administration’s handling of the reporting of errors (four items), and (4) ‘Reporting effort,’ which examines time and effort needed to report an error (two items). While these four factors seem reasonable, given the analysis and interpretation from these authors, a limitation the authors noted is that their studies have been focused on nurses in only one state. Further, they have not examined measurement equivalence, which refers to the finding that the dimensionality of a measurement scale is conceptualised similarly by different participants and that the items used to measure the scale relate to the construct being measured in a similar manner for different raters. A lack of measurement equivalence means that differences between groups responding to a test (eg, measuring intelligence) or survey (MAER, in the present study) are not reflective of true differences on the construct being measured (eg, intelligence and error reporting) but rather due to bias in some aspect of the test/survey process (eg, biased questions). Often, researchers want to compare responses from groups who differ on job types, geography, or time to determine whether between-group differences exist and if interventions are needed to address such differences. Measurement equivalence is necessary to have confidence that the between-group differences are reflective of real differences on the construct (ie, intelligence) being measured, and not an artefact of the measurement process.

Measurement equivalence has been examined for numerous tests/surveys across different fields. Facteau and Craig showed that performance ratings of managers from multiple raters (ie, self, peer, supervisor) were equivalent, and Etchegaray demonstrated equivalence of ratings of executive performance when the raters differed on gender. Conversely, Wicherts et al. demonstrated a lack of equivalence for some intelligence tests over time, and Tucker et al. found support for the lack of equivalence of a life satisfaction scale between Russians and North Americans respondents. Mark and Wan have also examined the measurement equivalence of a patient satisfaction survey across participants differing with respect to gender, race, and time, while Hurtado et al. focused on equivalence across Spanish and English versions of an inpatient care quality survey.

One test that allows for an examination of measurement equivalence is multigroup confirmatory factor analysis (MGCF). Researchers using
the measurement equivalence framework compare a baseline model, where factor loadings are allowed to be free across the two (or more) groups for which equivalence is being tested, to a number of more restrictive models. To the extent that one of the more restrictive models does not fit the data significantly worse than the baseline model, measurement equivalence is established. Previous literature provides additional insight about the methodology used to assess measurement equivalence.

For the present study, it was decided to create groups for the measurement equivalence analysis based on nurse experience because previous research has shown that RNs differing in experience report a significantly different number of errors, with more experienced nurses reporting fewer errors. It is reasonable to expect that perceptions of errors are influenced by nursing experience, given that the nursing literature has indicated that differences between experts and novices occur in different areas of work. Therefore, it is possible that nurse experience plays a role in reasons why nurses report errors. To the extent that future researchers want to compare reasons nurses report errors based on experience, it is important to establish the measurement equivalence for the MAER. The present study has two primary objectives: (1) demonstrate how the measurement equivalence for the MAER. The present study has two samples and 192 nurses in the hold-out sample.

AMOS 17 was used to conduct the MGCFA on this four-factor measure. Given that a four-factor solution for this measure has been found to fit the data best, the four-factor model was examined in the present study with all factors allowed to covary with each other. MGCFA was used to estimate the fit of a baseline model for both groups; to the extent that the baseline model provides adequate fit, measurement equivalence may be examined by comparing the baseline model to a second model, referred to as an equal factor loadings model. The equal factor loadings model specifies that the factor loadings for each item are equal for nurses in groups A and B. If the equal factor loadings model (ie, measurement equivalence) provides a similar fit to the baseline model, one may conclude that the ratings are equivalent.

**Assessment of model fit for CFA**

Model fit may be assessed from statistical and practical perspectives. The \( \chi^2/df \) ratio, with ratios less than three indicating good model fit, was examined. Researchers have also suggested examining additional fit indices to assess model fit. Three fit indices were used in the present study: Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI), Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA). Researchers have suggested that values for the NNFI and CFI should be greater than 0.90, and RMSEA values should be 0.05 or less.

**RESULTS**

Although Wakefield et al. initially proposed 16 items for the MAER, one of the items did not load on any of the factors and is therefore not examined in the present study. The MGCFA results are contained in Table 1 for the calibration and holdout samples. Estimation of the baseline model for the calibration sample indicated acceptable fit, with \( \chi^2 (df=168)=248, p<0.05, \chi^2/df=1.48, \text{NNFI}=0.90, \text{CFI}=0.92, \text{RMSEA}=0.05 \). Factor loadings for all of the items in the a priori baseline model were significant for all nurses, regardless of their level of experience. Given that the baseline model for the calibration sample had acceptable fit, the equal factor loadings model was estimated by constraining the factor loadings for the items to be equal across both groups of nurses. The equal factor loadings model for the calibration sample provided a significantly worse fit than the baseline model, with \( \chi^2 (df=179)=269.99, p<0.05, \text{NNFI}=0.89, \text{CFI}=0.90, \text{RMSEA}=0.05 \). The \( \chi^2 \) difference test, which examines the decrement in fit between the revised baseline and equal factor loadings models, indicated a significant decrement change in the value of \( \chi^2\Delta \chi^2 (df=11)=21.99, p<0.05 \).

Given that the equal factor loadings model provided a worse fit than the baseline model for the calibration sample, a partial measurement invariance approach was employed, with each factor loading individually allowed to covary (with all other factor loadings remaining constant). This approach indicated that the equal factor loadings model could be significantly improved, while not indicating a significantly worse fit than the baseline model, if the factor loadings for all items in the ‘Disagree with Definition’ factor were not forced to be equal across the two groups. The modified model with equal factor loadings yielded \( \chi^2 (df=176)=259.64, p<0.05, \text{NNFI}=0.90, \text{CFI}=0.91, \text{RMSEA}=0.05 \). The \( \chi^2 \) difference test, which compared the modified equal factor loadings model with the baseline model, did not indicate a significant decrement in model fit: \( \Delta \chi^2 (df=8)=11.64, p>0.05 \).

The baseline model examined for the holdout sample was the same model examined for the calibration sample. Results...
indicated $\chi^2$ (df=168) = 249.54, p<0.05, $\chi^2$/df=1.49, NNFI = 0.90, CFI = 0.92, RMSEA = 0.05. The equal factor loadings model examined for the holdout sample was the modified model examined for the calibration sample. For the holdout sample, the equal factor loadings model, along with the more restrictive models examining measurement equivalence, indicated acceptable fit, as shown in Table 1.

### DISCUSSION

The present study examined the extent to which perceptions of barriers to error reporting, collected via the MAER, were perceived similarly for nurses differing on experience. The results indicate that with the exception of the 'Disagree with Definition' factor, where lack of measurement equivalence was identified, the MAER appears to measure the factors equivalently across groups. The reasons for the lack of equivalence for this factor are unclear, but further research is required to (1) replicate the results of the present study and, if replication occurs, (2) examine alternative items asking about the same content. Given the results of the present study, it appears that the nurses in the two groups conceptualised the items for this scale differently. As such, comparisons between nurses in these two experience groups for this factor should not be made, as such comparisons would not indicate actual differences between groups.

Despite the lack of measurement equivalence for the calibration sample, the results of the baseline model for both samples indicated that the four-factor model provided a good fit to the data. The replication of the four-factor structure via MGCFA, combined with previous research around the MAER, indicates that these dimensions appear to measure distinct dimensions of barriers to error reporting.

The present study had three significant limitations. First, the sample size was relatively small. Examining a larger sample size will strengthen confidence in the findings by allowing for multiple statistical approaches (MGCFA and IRT) and the use of calibration and hold-out samples. Next, the sample was limited to only nurses in the State of Texas. While this sample provides a difference from previous research on this measure, the inclusion of nurses from multiple states will allow for a more generalisable study. Third, the nurses were divided into two groups based on a median split. Although the median split approach allowed for a demonstration of MGCFA, it is doubtful that nurses at the upper end of Group A (19 years) would be considered to be different (based on experience) from those at the lower end of Group B (20 years). Further, there are alternative ways to measure nursing experience, such as tenure since being licensed. A larger sample size and alternative conceptualisations of experience would allow for a more thorough examination of the measurement equivalence of the MAER based on experience.

### CONCLUSION

There are two practical findings from the present study. First, prior to assuming that measures are equivalent across multiple groups, researchers need to empirically demonstrate such equivalence. The findings from the present study support the notion that nurses who differ on experience conceptualise items related to barriers to error reporting differently. Second, there are many surveys currently used to examine perceptions about differing concepts, for example, patient satisfaction, safety culture and safety climate, that need to examine their measures in a similar manner to ensure that equivalence exists prior to making between-group comparisons. Hopefully, researchers will build on studies using the measurement equivalence framework to develop a large body of knowledge on which to rely so that future scientific and applied research might yield meaningful results.
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